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CONCLUSIONS: The world is focused on whether a US recession can put enough drag on 
global growth in 2008 to undermine the long term trend. Some people are quite bullish while 
others are quite bearish. I think both are wrong. Financial assets are currently in the middle, 
not extremely cheap and not expensive relative to the fundamentals that surround those 
assets. Also, technical factors are driving the prices of assets and they undermine the 
ability of anyone to make predictions. Relative to the recent year trends and extremes of price 
moves, there are no monster market calls this year. There will be monster size moves but 
not monster size trends. 

The opportunity lies in capturing alpha through relative value investing and to a lesser 
extent trading wild swings. Higher volatility and gamma will combine with lower borrowing 
rates to underpin results in hedge funds. Our focus is shifting more neutral on beta with 
fund managers that can extract alpha through relatively high turnover. Our bias is toward 
stagflation. We are slightly short the lower rated stag and long the higher rated flation 
though in much smaller size than in 2007. Our mantra is; invest in the strong, invest in 
deep markets, focus on relative value, remain balanced, and err on the side of the long 
term trends. We will maintain this stance until we see much lower interest rates, 
recapitalization of financial institutions, and narrowing of swap spreads. 

 

I. GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS AND THE TRENDS: Our long term investment 
process starts with identifying secular trends and making sure our portfolio is 
concentrated in those trends. These long term trends are rarely permanently broken 
unless there is a political or policy failure. In the particular case of 2008 we are about 
half way through a generation-long trend of high global growth. In order for this 
growth to end without global political blunders, the emerging market labor pool has 
to get expensive or the shortage of world infrastructure has to be nearly in place. 
Neither is the case. Labor costs in the third world are still 1/10th of the developed 
world. Capital spending for infrastructure is still rising. The trend is not finished.  

 

The fuel of world growth is easy money. It drives asset prices to overvalued levels 
when it is in surplus. The question of the day is whether the easy money is choked off 
now given that the financial lending mechanism is in trouble. It is not. Money is freely 
available and we can see this through the absence of any significant problems over 
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December 31 year end. We can also see it through the money supply numbers 
below. They have been stable and are now beginning to rise. But these days, money 
comes from places other than banks. It has been coming from leverage in structured 
products since 2004. 
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USD Global Liquidity* % YOY

*Foreign Official securities held at FED + 
US Monetary Base

USD global liquidity mean growth rate: 
8.14%

ECB Money Supply (M3) mean growth 
rate: 7.21%

ECB Money Supply (M3) % YOY

USD Global Liquidity* %YOY  
VS. 

Bank of Japan Monetary Base %YOY &  
European Central Bank (ECB) Money Supply (M3) %YOY

Bank of Japan Monetary Base % YOY

Bank of Japan Monetary Base mean 
growth rate: 5.39%

 

The total future drain of liquidity from the sub prime crisis is estimated by Goldman 
Sachs to be about 7% of credit demand or around $2 trillion. This is a big number 
and is probably accurate. They also estimate $400 billion of direct and indirect hits to 
the equity market through losses. This can easily be offset by lower interest rates 
AND substitution of equity for debt by the marketplace. Therefore most economists 
point out that we do not have a fundamental depression style problem. The 
fundamentals of liquidity point to a slowdown and not a bear market. Liquidity is 
normally our number one reliable indicator. The direction of interest rates is clearly 
down for developed countries. Rates will fall a great deal in percentage terms in the 
developed world. Rates will fall more in the US than in other countries but Europe will 
also drop rates more than is generally thought at this time. Europe’s hawkish inflation 
talk will be reversed.  

 

For hedge funds, there is little percentage in betting against greater liquidity. In fact, 
over the last 30 years, if we look back at the last seven individual years when hedge 
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fund returns (and stocks) were under severe liquidity pressure, we see that interest 
rates were generally increasing rapidly just prior to the break in results. Only 
after some kind of crisis occurred did rates fall. Given that rates are already falling, it 
is a very low percentage bet to say that hedge funds (and stocks) will be under any 
significant pressure by the end of 2008.  

 

There are two exceptions. These are 1990 and 2002. In both cases, high yield 
corporate spreads blew out to 1000 basis points. In both cases this process took 
two years to unfold. Both 1990 and 2002 were corporate crises, not housing crises. 
Can the sub prime housing crisis expand for two years and cause corporate high yield 
spreads to blow to 1000 basis points? My answer is, yes it can due to the way CDO’s 
are structured. Investors should be aware that a second year effect from US 
housing has no data point in 30 years to validate this expectation and caution.  

 

The Bank Credit Analyst produced a good valuation analysis comparing the current 
situation in real estate to the real estate crashes in Japan and Hong Kong. Prices in 
those cases rose 200% more than in the US housing market. The US housing market 
needs to fall another 5-8% over the coming two years to normalize. It may fall as much 
as 15% over three years. This cannot be compared to the immediate 50% collapse of 
prices in those crises of the past in Asia.  

 

They also provide comparisons to the cycle of Savings and Loan problems in 1990 
where there are strong parallels. This analysis suggests we have 8-10 more months 
of poor economic news. We must expect a constant barrage of bad news hitting the 
tape. However it also suggests that the market is already near its stock market bottom 
in both time and price. Last they point out that rates are much lower than in 1990 and 
therefore stocks are cheaper already than in 1990. With short interest at high levels, 
all of the data points to caution in getting too bearish now. Rather than repeat this 
analysis here, I will provide a full explanation of it on our conference calls.  

 

This analysis above is an example of our valuation methods. This is one of three legs 
in our asset allocation analysis. The second leg is momentum. Certainly liquidity 
leads to excesses of momentum with about a 10 month lead time. Liquidity has been 
short in supply since June as indicated by the elevated swap market. High grade 
spreads are moving in rapidly suggesting that liquidity will return in volume for good 
companies and countries. Low grade spreads are moving out for poor Companies and 
especially for financials.  
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This is a clear indication of trouble ahead in the stocks of these companies or 
countries where spreads are still widening. Our long time readers will recall that we 
focus on the interest rates at the individual borrower level, not the government or 
reserve level. It is clear that while there is strong overall liquidity entering the system, it 
is not evenly applied. Strong companies and countries will benefit hugely from rising 
liquidity going forward. The strong will get stronger and the weak will get weaker 
stretching out the “up in cap and up in quality” trade for some years. Lesser credits will 
stagnate and better credits will inflate. We will not return to the easy money for sub 
prime credit borrowers any time soon. This includes companies and countries in 
addition to residential construction.  

 

Like valuation, momentum does not clearly indicate a large trend move. It indicates a 
relative value opportunity between high and low grade investments. A key indicator 
of this is sentiment. It is not at an extreme, except in financials. There are simply too 
many unknowns to step into financial debt. There is plenty of time to invest after the 
money center banks are fully recapitalized. The odds still fall on the side of one major 
failure. Once we have our “Drexel” style failure in place, then we will see a bottom in 
sentiment.  

 

Another key indicator is public participation in markets. The public is certainly involved 
in residential housing globally. Since the public is the last to capitulate and still 
needs to sell sub prime assets, momentum still points down. It does not matter 
whether prices are cheap or risk is priced in. It only matters that people will be selling 
more than they will be buying. Given that a government bail out is slow in coming, 
we can say that the stagnation of lower grade assets will be drawn out. This is why we 
are not yet investing in new sub prime oriented hedge funds.  

 

Positive momentum still points toward non Japan Asia. Capital flow is increasing 
especially toward India. These markets are now corporate markets, not country 
markets. Individual opportunities to separate the strong from the weak also present 
themselves now. The public is highly involved in the markets of North Asia. The public 
is now also enamored with food and fuel as an investment. I believe these markets 
will decouple and only suffer a few deflation scares. Asia will lead the next phase of 
global bull markets higher.  

The third leg of our asset allocation after valuation and momentum is execution. It 
deals with the ability to identify opportunities and make profits from them. Clearly we 
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are in a unique period with significant execution problems in CDO’s. This includes 
counterparty exposure, the failure of hedges, substitution risk, and pricing fraud. High 
execution risk has kept us out of CDO’s. Our CDO shorts were profitable and continue 
to be but we are keeping them small. There is simply too much execution risk. For 
specifics on this topic, readers are invited to reread our CDO research from 2005. I 
have reread it and nothing has changed.  

 

When execution risk is driving the bus on the road to profit, we must focus on it. We 
are not focused on the Fed, or a US recession, or the European real estate crisis, or 
whether the banks have more write downs to take. We are not focused on who owns 
the sub prime junk. We are focused on what is in that junk and whether it will 
default.  

 

Default risk means actual defaults, not the probability of default that is built into CDO 
structures. Recall that no one measures real default probability for FNMA as a 
member of a CDO structure since FNMA has never defaulted. Distance to default is 
measured. This is a mathematical measure of the probability that a specific company 
will default on its debt. As volatility rises in markets, this probability automatically rises. 
General fear then causes all default probability to rise.  

 

Mathematically as the probability of default rises, the price of the security drops. In the 
case of mortgages, consumers are actually already defaulting on loans. The world 
has not seen actual defaults on corporate debt that are a large component of CDO’s. 
Not yet. Real bankruptcies lie ahead. The highest probability is that these 
bankruptcies will be in financial companies such as mortgage lenders or insurance 
companies. The ultimate shock to the system would be the default of a high grade 
AA rated company.  

 

MBIA is an example of an AA company that insures mortgages. The stock is down 
over 80% and its credit default swap is trading over 1000 basis points in spread. The 
spread is predicting that this AA company is worse than most junk companies and 
twice the risk of default as Venezuela. MBIA not only insures mortgages, it is one of 
the major investment grade components of CDO structures. It is in the index reference 
portfolio for the CDX. It seems far fetched that an AA would actually go bankrupt but 
many of the brightest people I know are short, even at today’s levels.  
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What is certain is that the probability of downgrades and high default rates will 
undermine the corporate CDO structures and cause more sentiment 
deterioration and fear. This is just pure CDO math, not fear mongering. The root 
cause of problems is falling prices with actual defaults. Whether this will send 
all high quality stock indices down is unknown given they are already cheap.  

 

Currently BBB residential housing paper is trading at 35% spreads. Corporate 
BBB is at 5% spreads. I am not suggesting 20% of all corporations will default, I 
am suggesting it only takes one big name default to create a corporate repeat of 
the housing crisis of 2007 in people’s minds. Many people would not understand 
the differences.  

 

Another aspect of default concern is default jump risk. This occurs when 
defaults are highly correlated. If an entire group of companies all were deemed 
to be at high risk of default all at once, it causes the CDO risk to “jump” to much 
higher levels, especially for the higher rated classes. It seems likely that we will 
see a point where the block of financial companies in CDO reference portfolios 
is deemed to be on the verge of wholesale default. That is the direction the 
spreads are heading of those companies that are in the CDO reference 
portfolios.  

 

The good news is that it is not possible for the situation to get as bad as in the 
residential housing market in fact. This is because the CDO crisis started in May 
2005, not August 2007. In 2005, the corporate CDO market experienced a crisis 
and this prevented some of the extreme tranche structures that are plaguing the 
housing side. There is less leverage on leverage. Market participants may not 
understand this distinction. I discussed it with the head of credit at a major 
investment institution and he could not answer the question.  

 

To summarize asset allocation; valuation is providing many opportunities. Strong 
relative value is dominating absolute value. Few assets are absolutely so cheap that 
we feel compelled to step in. Alpha is now as interesting as beta. Fixed income is now 
as interesting as equity. This demands balance in the portfolio. Momentum is negative 
but about to turn positive for higher quality credits. It is negative for lower quality 
credits. Momentum will turn positive for fixed income before equity. Momentum 
dictates a focus on alpha over beta. Geographically it points to Emerging country 
inflation over developed country stagnation in Japan, the US and Europe. Execution 
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says to avoid complex securities and financials until the banks are recapitalized. Our 
borrowing costs are falling rapidly. This says to raise leverage as rates fall and 
momentum shifts in the coming months. 

 

II. The second step of our process is portfolio construction. This step dictates our 
shorter term timing by focusing on the hedge fund alpha/beta cycle, strategy 
correlation, and the market’s positioning context. A portfolio of alpha opportunities is 
less challenging than a portfolio of beta opportunities. We do not expect alpha to 
expand a lot more except in some low grade assets. Therefore we do not expect the 
“expanded alpha hits” to be repeated. All hedge funds are long alpha, or they should 
be. When opportunities for alpha rise, hedge funds lose money. The cycles point to a 
bottom in alpha risk or said another way, a peak in alpha opportunity.  

 

Beta risk is high. Hedge funds overall are long beta, usually around 20%. When 
stock markets fall, hedge funds lose money if valuations are good. Hedge funds do 
not go net short unless valuations are poor. Our beta is primarily in natural resources 
and in Asia where both earnings and valuation are still good. Overall, our hedge fund 
managers are adding to beta because they find good value as mentioned in section 
one above. This is putting us in a situation where we are reducing holdings in equity 
oriented hedge funds. These are being replaced by fixed income and alpha strategies. 
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HEAT MAP SHOWS HIGH STRATEGY CORRELATION 

 

 

Correlations among strategies have been high, peaking at 80% in 2007. This is true 
across all strategies, not just our portfolios. This, along with low risk premiums kept 
us from taking higher levels of risk in 2005-2007. Those strategies that are less 
correlated are usually less liquid or not marked to market at all. Many people invested 
in leveraged loans are now finding out that negative correlation is just illiquidity. 
Correlations are still high.  

 

Decoupling must occur and cannot until the general fear of a global banking crisis 
passes. Correlation measures are just now beginning to show decoupling. This is first 
happening in high to low grade credits as I mentioned. When decoupling of 
geographies starts, this will be one sign that a bottom in global stock market indices is 
near. Equities, real estate, commodities, and fixed income corporate spreads are all 
still too correlated to predict a bottom for this hedge fund cycle. Our research on heat 
maps from 2004 shows how this coherence decoupling predicts risk.  
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The last piece of portfolio construction is to focus on the central lending structure or 
collateral and its relationship to volatility and liquidity. We adjust portfolio risk 
down when individual asset liquidity is impaired and bid offer spreads widen.  The 
difficulties in lending and collateral were dealt with in section one above. They 
demand a lowering of risk. We continue to lower risk and are now dropping 
leverage to reposition the portfolio in more trading opportunities. 

 

SUMMARY: Timing will be difficult all year but this will otherwise be a business 
as usual hedge fund year. The most likely cadence will be falling rates in the first 
half that create steep yield curves in the last half that cause financials to begin 
to recover in early 09. Financials lead bull markets. So the stag portion of world 
stagflation (US and Europe) is to be avoided. Most of our current beta is in the 
flation portion represented by natural resources and Asia. These investments 
are shrinking as we anticipate risk to the inflation mania.  

We are moving in the direction of balance as fast as we can. This process has 
been underway for over a year. All of these moves will be gradual and in keeping 
with the absence of monster size market calls. We can still generate monster 
size returns from higher volatility and turnover.  

For us this means doing the following: 

• Move back up in rating quality or market cap where option adjusted 
spreads are cheaper on a relative basis now 

• Focus on capital structure trades within Companies to capture alpha from 
the disparities in debt versus equity 

• Shift back into debt where alpha is high relative to historical norms with 
managers who are long and short picking through Companies 

• Lower exposure to inflation especially in the crowded natural resource 
area 

• Cut all dollar shorts as this is also a crowded aged trade 
• Assume yield curves will steepen dramatically putting carry into fixed 

income portfolios 
• Lower beta exposure and focus on long and short stock picking in high 

beta growth markets 
• Short corporate bonds and stocks that are held in CDO structures against 

Companies that have not been included in these structures 
• Avoid deep value longs that are dependent on a solid credit structure and 

functioning markets  
• Shift into deeply distressed debt against equity shorts 
• Remain long equities in very high quality Companies rich with cash 

against shorts in Companies with high refinancing needs 
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• Steer clear of cheap mortgage paper until the corporate downgrade mess 
is over and contagion to Europe is fully realized 

• Avoid all global real estate as this tends to be long only 
• Focus on the acquisition of the Western world by the Eastern capitalists 

and the attending capital flows in currency 
• Stay with single stock selection in Emerging Markets keeping index 

hedges where possible 
• Remain invested in Asia where capital spending is high and banks are 

less impaired 
• Assume markets will break from the weakest moving toward the strongest 

with all markets cracking by the end of 2008 
• Step into new investments by the end of 2008 starting from the strongest 

(food and fuel) to the weakest (residential construction) 
 

Mari Kooi, 
CEO Wolf International  
January 25, 2008
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